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Vertical and adiabatic excitation energies of the lowest $^2A'$ excited state in the water-hydroxyl complex have been determined using coupled cluster, multireference configuration interaction, multireference perturbation theory, and density-functional methods. A significant redshift of about 0.4 eV in the vertical excitation energy of the complex compared to that of the hydroxyl radical monomer is found with the coupled cluster calculations validating previous results. Electronic excitation leads to a structure with near-equal sharing of the hydroxyl hydrogen by both oxygen atoms and a concomitantly large redshift of the adiabatic excitation energy of approximately 1 eV relative to the vertical excitation energy. The combination of redshifts ensures that the electronic transition in the complex lies well outside the equivalent excitation in the hydroxyl radical monomer. The complex is approximately five times more strongly bound in the excited state than in the ground state. © 2006 American Institute of Physics. [DOI: 10.1063/1.2388260]

I. INTRODUCTION

The hydroxyl radical (OH) is one of the most important reactive intermediates and the primary oxidant in the troposphere. The hydroxyl radical forms hydrogen bonded complexes with water, which are expected to change the physical and chemical properties of OH and hence may also be of importance in the atmosphere.\textsuperscript{1–4} The complex was first detected in matrix isolation experiments, and the resulting infrared spectrum agreed well with \textit{ab initio} calculated frequencies of the H$_2$O·HO structure in which the hydroxyl hydrogen atom is involved in the hydrogen bond.\textsuperscript{5–7}

The lowest excited state of the complex is of $^2A''$ symmetry and arises from the splitting of the degenerate $^2\Pi$ ground state of the hydroxyl radical monomer in the presence of a water molecule. Early \textit{ab initio} studies of H$_2$O·HO focused on the ground state and the $^2A'$ excited state.\textsuperscript{8,9} Very recently, the rotational spectrum of the complex was recorded,\textsuperscript{10,11} and the microwave study of Brauer \textit{et al.} found this excited state to lie approximately 200 cm$^{-1}$ above the ground $^2A'$ state,\textsuperscript{11} in agreement with theoretical estimates.\textsuperscript{12}

Measurements of the atmospheric concentration of the OH radical often use a rotationally resolved line in the $^2\Sigma^+ ← ^2\Pi$ electronic transition lying in the UV at about 308 nm (4 eV).\textsuperscript{13} In the H$_2$O·HO complex, this transition corresponds to $^2A' ← ^2A'$, for which Schofield and Kjaergaard recently reported multireference configuration interaction (MRCI) and Davidson-corrected MRCI (MRCI+Q) calculations.\textsuperscript{3} The MRCI vertical excitation energies were found to lie approximately 0.3 eV to the red of the corresponding $^2\Sigma^+ ← ^2\Pi$ excitation of the hydroxyl radical monomer. Hence, hydroxyl radicals that form complexes with water molecules are unlikely to be accounted for in atmospheric measurements. It was suggested that the redshifted $^2A' ← ^2A'$ transition could be used to identify the complex in the gas phase and in the atmosphere.\textsuperscript{3} However, the MRCI method is not size extensive, which could lead to errors in the predicted shifts.

This paper expands upon the earlier work of Schofield and Kjaergaard in two ways.\textsuperscript{3} First, we examine the significance of the change in geometric structure upon electronic excitation in the H$_2$O·HO complex, i.e., the adiabatic excitation. Second, we make use of both coupled cluster and multiconfigurational perturbation theory excitation energy methods in order to test the reliability of the MRCI method. In particular, we apply the equation-of-motion coupled cluster singles and double (EOM-CCSD) model\textsuperscript{14} as well as the recently developed open-shell CC3 linear-response approach,\textsuperscript{15} both of which are size extensive and considered to be among the most accurate methods currently available for excited states dominated by a single excitation relative to the reference state. In addition, we apply the complete active space self-consistent field plus second-order perturbation theory (CASPT2) approach of Roos and co-workers\textsuperscript{16–18} for additional consideration of potential multireference effects.

II. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

Properties of the ground and excited states of the H$_2$O·HO complex have been determined using coupled clus-
ter (CC), MRCl, CASPT2, and time-dependent density-functional methods in conjunction with the augmented correlation-consistent triple-zeta (aug-cc-pVTZ) basis set of Dunning and co-workers.

Electronic excitation energies and oscillator strengths were obtained using the EOM-CCSD method and excitation energies only using the open-shell CC3 method, both with spin-restricted open-shell Hartree-Fock (ROHF) reference wave functions. Spin-unrestricted [UHF] reference wave functions give CCSD and CC3 excitation energies to within 0.01 eV of their ROHF counterparts in all cases and are thus not reported.

Multireference calculations of these same properties were carried out using a state-averaged complete active space self-consistent field (CASSCF) reference function based on the lowest two \(^2\text{A}^\prime\) states as well as the lowest \(^2\text{A}^\text{''}\) state. All CASSCF calculations were based on a full valence active space (15 electrons in 11 orbitals), and the 1s core orbitals remained unoptimized. Subsequent MRCI and CASPT2 calculations were carried out using only those CASSCF configurations with coefficients \(\geq 0.001\) based on previous calculations. In all MRCI and CASPT2 ground- and excited-state calculations, both of the lowest \(^2\text{A}^\prime\) states were computed simultaneously to allow for a consistent comparison between wave functions for each state. EOM-CCSD and CC3 vertical excitation energy calculations were carried out at the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ optimized geometry of the \(\text{H}_2\text{O}-\text{HO}\) complex. MRCI, CASPT2, and B3LYP vertical excitation energies were computed at the optimized structures at the corresponding levels of theory. Optimized structures were obtained using analytic energy gradients with the CCSD(T) and B3LYP methods and using finite differences of energies with the MRCI and CASPT2 methods. Adiabatic excitation energies, \(T_e\), were obtained by taking the difference in energies of the optimized structures of ground and excited states. The excited-state structure was optimized at the EOM-CCSD level of theory. Figure 1 depicts the structures and defines the atom ordering used in the tables. The ground-state structure agrees well with that reported earlier by Schofield and Kjaergaard at the QCISD/6-311++G(2d,2p) level of theory, the coupled

### III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

#### A. Structures

Tables I and II report the ground- and excited-state geometries of the water-hydroxyl complex at several levels of theory. Figure 1 depicts the structures and defines the atom ordering used in the tables. The ground-state structure agrees well with that reported earlier by Schofield and Kjaergaard at the QCISD/6-311++G(2d,2p) level of theory, the coupled

![FIG. 1. Optimized geometries of the \(^2\text{A}^\prime\) ground and lowest-lying excited \(^2\text{A}^\prime\) state of the \(\text{H}_2\text{O}-\text{HO}\) complex.](image)
out of the plane of the water molecule, with a small contribution of opposite sign from the hydroxyl-oxygen lone pair lying along the O–H bond axis. This orbital combination results in a slight antibonding character between the oxygen atom of the water molecule and the hydrogen atom of the hydroxyl radical. Similarly, the second- and third-highest doubly occupied $a'$ orbitals (6$a'$ and 5$a'$) can be described, respectively, as negative and positive combinations of the oxygen lone pair lying in the plane of the water and the hydroxyl-oxygen lone pair lying along the O–H bond axis.

In the excited-state geometry, the above MO picture changes somewhat. While the highest doubly occupied 7$a'$ orbital is similar to its ground-state counterpart in that it exhibits a significant contribution from the oxygen lone pair lying out of the plane of the water molecule, the contribution from the hydroxyl-oxygen lone pair along the O–H bond axis is significantly larger than in the ground-state geometry. Furthermore, given that these two atomic orbitals (AOs) contribute to the 7$a'$ MO with opposite signs, the near perpendicularity between the plane of the water molecule and the O–H–O axis at this geometry (cf. Fig. 1) appears to result in increased antibonding character between the oxygen of the water and the hydrogen of the hydroxyl.

One possible explanation for the large difference between the ground- and excited-state structures may be found by considering the differences in the key MOs involved in the excitation. At the ground-state geometry, the lowest $2A'$ excited-state arises primarily from single excitations into the singly occupied orbital from the three highest-energy doubly occupied $a'$ MOs with respective EOM-CCSD excitation coefficients of 0.35 (7$a'$ $\rightarrow$ 8$a'$), 0.70 (6$a'$ $\rightarrow$ 8$a'$), and 0.58 (5$a'$ $\rightarrow$ 8$a'$). However, at the optimized geometry of the excited state, the transition is completely dominated (with a coefficient of 0.96) by the single excitation from the highest $a'$ doubly occupied orbital (7$a'$) into the singly occupied orbital (8$a'$). This doubly occupied 7$a'$ orbital exhibits much greater antibonding character between the oxygen atom of the water molecule and the hydrogen atom of the hydroxyl radical than the 5$a'$ and 6$a'$ orbitals or their counterparts at the ground-state geometry. Thus, the excitation serves to reduce the apparent antibonding character of the many-electron state and reduces the distance between the molecular fragments. In addition, the lack of excitation out of the 5$a'$ MO, which is bonding between the hydroxyl-hydrogen and the water-oxygen, provides greater energetic stabilization at the excited-state geometry.

The calculated harmonic vibrational frequencies of the ground and excited states are given in Table III. The values reported for the ground state are typical of weak hydrogen bonded complexes and are in agreement with previous calculations. Table III shows the characteristic HOH-bending and OH-stretching frequencies with the hydroxyl OH stretch ($\omega_2$) redshifted due to its involvement in the hydrogen bond. In addition, five low frequency modes involve intermolecular vibrations. In the excited state these characteristic low-frequency vibrations shift to significantly higher frequencies because of a significant increase in binding between the OH and H$_2$O moieties, as is evident in the large reduction of the O–O distance. The bending and stretching...
frequencies of the water molecule are maintained in the excited state, but the near-equal sharing of the hydroxyl hydrogen between the two oxygen atoms (cf. Fig. 1 and Table II) reduces the hydroxyl stretching vibrational frequency to 1930 cm$^{-1}$, much lower than a typical OH stretching frequency, and increases its integrated absorption intensity by nearly an order of magnitude. The hydroxyl in-plane ($\omega_2$) and out-of-plane ($\omega_8$) bending frequencies increase significantly in the excited state to values typical for O–H–O bending modes. In some anionic complexes, where the O–O distance is similar to that in the H$_2$O·HO excited state, similar frequencies are observed for the comparable vibrational modes. It is perhaps more reasonable to consider the excited state as a molecule held together by weak covalent bonds rather than a complex.

### B. Electronic transitions

Table IV reports vertical excitation energies and oscillator strengths, as well as adiabatic excitation energies of the lowest $^2A'\leftarrow^2A'$ transition in the H$_2$O·HO complex. Table V reports the corresponding data for the $^2\Sigma^+\leftarrow^2\Pi$ transition in the hydroxyl radical. The present MRCI vertical excitation energies and oscillator strengths compare closely with those from Ref. 3. The CCSD and CC3 methods give very similar results with the vertical excitation energy differing by less than 0.01 eV for both OH and the complex. Slightly more variation is seen in the adiabatic excitation energies.

Both the vertical and adiabatic excitation energies predicted by each level of theory are very consistent—varying by 0.17 eV at most among the wave-function-based approaches and with the B3LYP vertical excitation energies somewhat lower. This result, along with the methods’ corresponding consistency in the structural predictions, suggests that the excitation energies have a high degree of reliability. We also note that the close comparison between the MRCI and CASPT2 versus coupled cluster results as well as the small CCSD $T_1$ diagnostic (approximately 0.009) and maximum $T_2$ amplitude (approximately 0.02) indicate that the electronic states in question exhibit little to no multiconfigurational character.

Previous MRCI calculations found a substantial redshift in the $^2\Sigma^+\leftarrow^2\Pi$ vertical excitation energy of OH upon formation of the complex. The present coupled cluster calculations predict a slightly larger shift of 0.37 eV, suggesting that the non-size-extended MRCI method gives reasonable results for a complex of this limited size. The increase in vertical excitation energy shifts the electronic absorption band of the complex even further away from the OH transitions. Although 0.07 eV is a relatively small error in an ab initio calculation of an electronic excitation, it corresponds to about 5 nm (or 600 cm$^{-1}$) at these transition energies, which is substantial in spectroscopic detection and atmospheric simulations. The CCSD oscillator strength of the $^2\Sigma^+\leftarrow^2\Pi$ transition in OH of 1.55 $\times 10^{-3}$ is close to the experimental oscillator strength of 1.3 $\times 10^{-3}$ (see Ref. 43).

We find a large redshift of 0.96 eV (CC3/aug-cc-pVTZ) in the adiabatic excitation energies relative to the vertical energies, a result that is to be expected, given the large geometry and electronic structure changes between the ground and excited states. The combination of the difference in vertical and adiabatic excitation energies from the $^2A'\leftarrow^2A'$ transition and the 0.37 eV redshift (CC3) arising from the formation of the complex clearly indicates a substantial perturbation of the UV absorption spectrum relative to that of the OH radical monomer.

In the ground state, the binding energy of the water-hydroxyl radical complex is approximately 6.4 kcal/mol at the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory (not including counterpoise or zero-point vibrational corrections). At the same level of theory, the binding energy of the water dimer is 5.2 kcal/mol, and the structures of the two complexes are similar. If we assume that the excited state of H$_2$O·HO dissociates to OH in its $^2\Pi$ excited state and H$_2$O in its ground state, we find a dissociation energy of 34.3 kcal/mol (1.49 eV) at the EOM-CCSD/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory. Thus, the excited state is much more strongly bound than the ground state.
The large difference in vertical and adiabatic excitation energies suggests that the electronic excitation spectrum of H2O·HO will consist of a long vibrational progression. We find that the combination of the adiabatic excitation energy and the dissociation energy of the excited state (4.3 eV) is larger than the vertical excitation energy (3.8 eV). Thus, the absorption spectrum of the complex should be observable, but its structure may be broad and featureless.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have optimized the structure of the water-hydroxyl complex in the ground and excited 2A' states and calculated the corresponding vertical and adiabatic excitation energies using coupled cluster, multireference configuration interaction, multireference perturbation theory, and density-functional methods.

With the CC3/aug-cc-pVTZ method, we find a significant redshift of 0.37 eV in the vertical excitation energy of the water-hydroxyl complex compared to that of the equivalent 2Σ+ → 2Π transition in the hydroxyl radical monomer corroborating previous MRCI results. The structure of the H2O·HO complex is found to change significantly on excitation to the first 2A' excited state. The distance between the two oxygen atoms is reduced by more than 0.5 Å, resulting in a near-equal sharing of the hydroxyl hydrogen by both oxygen atoms. In addition, a concomitantly large reduction in the angle between the O–O axis relative to the plane of the water molecule appears to contribute to the greater stability of the complex in the excited state. We find that the complex is significantly more strongly bound in the excited state than in the ground state to such an extent that H2O·HO in the first 2A' excited state is perhaps better thought of as a covalently bound molecule than a weakly bound complex. This is supported by changes in the calculated harmonic frequencies between the ground and excited states.

These significant structural changes between the ground and excited 2A' states lead to a large red-shift of the adiabatic excitation energy of just under 1.0 eV relative to the vertical excitation energy. This redshift and the stronger binding in the excited state suggests that the 2A' → 2A' UV absorption in H2O·HO will be broad and featureless. The significant shift from the electronic transitions in OH will make this electronic transition suitable for the detection of the complex and the determination of its atmospheric concentration.
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